June 2015

CFI’s Bit!
Well, the long-awaited flying season has started, (I think). We have already had a number
of notable flights, such as Lewis’s 100km triangle and Mike’s flight from Gransden Lodge to
Rufforth, to mention just two. Two really good efforts. Well done to both of you.
The A & B leagues are also doing well, with lots of claims. Keep them coming and, who
knows, we may be giving the trophies out to different people at the end of the year. Don’t
forget that you don’t have to be flying a single seater to make the claim, so if it’s a good
day and you are having a dual flight, mention it to the instructor before the launch, so that
you can plan it and then fly it. It’s all good practice for when you go solo.
I’ve just had the news that the K21 will be back on site towards the end of July, so there
will still be time to use it before we slow down for winter.
Flarm has arrived at last and will be fitted to the Club aircraft progressively through the
summer. We plan to run a series of lectures to help people understand the new instrument
and hopefully this will help us to maintain our good flying safety record, but remember,
Flarm is no substitute for good lookout, so keep that head out of the cockpit.
As we enter the summer months, please have in your mind safe practices on the airfield
and in the air. In particular, good lookout, situational awareness and looking after ourselves
in terms of sun protection, hydration and suitable food for those long summer flights we
have all been dreaming about.
Well, that’s enough from me. Have a really good summer, some excellent flights and I look
forward to seeing you all on the airfield.
Keep safe! - Steve Robinson - CFI

Myerscough Open Day!
As you can see from the photo,
our Astir generated a lot of
interest at the annual
Myerscough Open Day on
Sunday, 7th June, giving our
volunteer members plenty of
opportunity to chat to the
public, tell them about the joys
of soaring and encourage them
to come to Chipping to try it for
themselves.
Many thanks, on behalf of the
club, to those members who
gave up their time to support
this excellent PR opportunity.
N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are now active and can be clicked through - Ed
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Chipping Fly-In
This unusual photograph of the
airfield was taken on Saturday,
21st March, when Country Member,
Neville Young dropped in for some
‘real’ flying.
We can speculate that his
subsequent flights caused some
confusion at the Launch-point:
"Winch, Launch-point, the next
launch will be a ... erm, helicopter
on ... erm, neither cable?"
Nevertheless the launch, (sorry
take off), was duly logged.
Now it's down to the Treasurer to
work out whether a launch or
landing fee is applicable!

Barbecue Time!
As a famous author once (nearly) put
it, “there is nothing - absolutely
nothing - half so much worth doing as
simply messing about in gliders”. But
if you can’t do that, it’s also pretty
fine to be outdoors eating burnt
sausages with friends!
Thanks to Roger Shackleton for
sending in these photographs of
Bowland Forest members in their
natural habitat, enjoying the Sunday
barbecue during the Easter Task
weekend.

For once the weather was positively
clement, if not resplendent and as
you can see, the usual suspects were
able to enjoy their blackened burgers
and buttered buns, bathed in
sunshine under blue skies, (even if
some of them were wrapped up like
eskimos!)
It was a very successful weekend and
many thanks to all those who worked
so hard to organise the events and
catering over the Easter break.
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50ks of Gray!
50km, 100km Diploma Part 1, Silver C, Cable Break check,
Spin check and Yellow Card in one day!!
Upon studying the weather forecast throughout
the week, I decided that Saturday 23rd would be
the day when my 50k was on the cards. RASP had
forecast a 5,000ft cloudbase over Grassington and
a 2,500ft cloudbase over Chipping. With this in
mind, I planned a task from Chipping to Preston
North, then to Grassington and back again. This
would actually be a 109km triangle with a 52km
leg, allowing me to claim for my Silver C badge as
well as Part 1 of the BGA 100km Diploma. It
turned out that RASP and possibly I, had been a
little bit too optimistic about Saturday’s weather
conditions after all …
The day began with that familiar BFGC phrase
aired over the radio - “It’s yellow on the hill and in the circuit”. Despite the ‘red carders’
already foaming at the mouth, it dawned on me that today I could gain my Yellow Card. After
doing a cable break and a more general flying check involving spinning, I landed and was
congratulated by Pete Desmond and presented with my Yellow Card.
By this time, cloudbase had risen to around 2,300ft over the site and so I made the final
preparations for my ‘epic’ flight. Before launching, Pete asked me to talk him through my task,
along with the weather, NOTAM’s etc. and also the navigation equipment in my glider. This
involved 3 Garmin GPS’s, 3 loggers and a map - items you can never have too many of. Pete
seemed satisfied, so I pulled the B4 up to the launch point and began finding the seat
beneath the mound of navigation equipment, drinking apparatus and, of course, pee bags. All
I required now was a good launch and a nice thermal to get me going …
I pulled of at 800ft, (thanks Frank!) and contemplated putting the wheel straight back down,
but a likely looking cloud over the High-Key area allowed me to drift over in that direction and
scratch if height allowed. After scratching for a few minutes in next to nothing, I eventually
climbed through the dizzying height of 1,000ft, (luckily it was a nil-wind day, so I hadn’t
covered any ground at this point) and only then did the variometer begin to show a positive
1-2kts up. After a further few minutes, I hit stronger lift and climbed to cloud base in no time
at all.
At this time, flying directly along my first leg to Preston North wasn’t possible, due to it
looking blue over the motorway, so I diverted around Beacon and got to my first turn point at
around 2,000ft. When I turned Preston
North and looked back towards the club,
there was an awfully large chunk of empty
sky between myself and the next likely lift
cloud, so I hung around the Preston area for
a little longer. By this time, I had lost 900ft
and was now at 1,100ft over the motorway
with no likely lift clouds in reach. The only
clouds nearby were further West, so I flew
to these, with a landing at St.Michael's in
mind if they failed to work. Fortunately,
they did allow me to climb a few hundred
feet and in the process of scratching under
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these clouds, the light westerly breeze
that had developed by this time blew me
within reach of the next band of likely
looking lift cloud. With fields in mind all
the way, I stuffed the nose down and
tanked it along to the next band of cloud,
which gave me a nice climb to over
3,000ft. I then had the height to tank
along to the clouds around the Dunsop
Bridge area, where I then scratched for a
short while before making it to Stocks
Reservoir.
The most challenging part of the flight had
now arrived, in the form of crossing the
area of high ground between Stocks and Settle. I was scratching over and around Stocks
Reservoir for around 45 minutes, descending as low as 1,500 ft on one occasion. Despite
my low height above ground level during this part of the flight, I was never out of reach of a
landable field. Several times I climbed higher than the hills between myself and Settle, but I
didn’t cross until I reached at least 3,000ft for two reasons. Firstly, there are absolutely no
land out options in this area of high ground and secondly, if I did manage to scrape across it,
then I wouldn’t be high enough to get a good aerial view of the fields in the Settle valley. So
it was much safer to wait until I got a good climb to a safer height. After doing this, for the
first time during the flight, I ‘cruised’ to Grassington and had a chance to enjoy the views.
But this didn’t last long …
Just before I reached Grassington, I got a climb to over 3,500ft, which allowed me to fly
straight around the GPS turnpoint without any problems. On my return leg, I got to Settle
and upon looking back towards Stocks, realised that I would have to divert around the
empty sky that had now formed over the area. I managed to stay reasonably high all the
way to the quarrying site on Easington Fell, but beyond that was a totally blue sky. The only
clouds that were within reach were
on the Chipping side of Longridge
Fell, so I flew to these and arrived
parallel with the end of Longridge
Fell at 1,500ft. Again, I was looking
for fields, but considering I was so
close to the site, I just had to try
and get back. In front of me was
the only cloud left within miles
around. Despite being only a few
hundred feet above me, I had to
give it a go. I flew to it, noticed a
few sea gulls soaring on the side
exposed to the sun and managed to
climb an extra 200ft. This left me at
1,700ft and confident that I could
make it back to Chipping. By this time the wind had increased by around 10mph and my
progress into wind wasn’t as expected, so I shoved the speed up and made it back to the
club at 800ft QFE, pulled up to 1,000ft and started my circuit.
Overall, it was quite an interesting day!
- Lewis Gray
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Scene from Above

Our ‘local soaring’ playground, viewed from the west.

A Sense of History
We haven’t always been blessed with a state-ofthe-art Skylaunch winch, as these pictures from
the late 50’s show.
They were taken when the club was seeking an
alternative to Squires Gate Airfield and carried
out 84 launches over 21 months at Nicky Nook.
It was not a great success and the experiment
was eventually abandoned in 1960.
The winch was purpose build, maintained and
continually modified by Jack Aked’s garage
mechanics and the average launch it gave was
around 750 - 850 feet.
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Stop! Stop! Stop!
We currently make a back-up radio call to a ‘Stop’
signal on the D.P. van’s signal lamp. This is
necessary because, once a winch driver turns his or
her attention to the glider, it is difficult to see a
‘Stop’ on the said lamp. However a test has shown
that it is also not easy to hear someone shouting on
the radio once the winch is at full throttle and all
the bits are moving. So, what to do?
Enter the club’s electronic maestro, Henry Stott and
hey presto! We have a new button (see pictures).
When pressed, this not only gives a light ‘Stop’
signal, but also causes a loud police siren type of
warning sound to be transmitted over the ground
radio. A test has shown that it definitely works.
There is no longer any need to shout down the
microphone. Well done Henry! To prevent
permanent damage to the winch driver’s auditory system, when everything
comes to a halt, the thing is silenced by turning the button.
So, next time you are on duty at the winch and before your first launch,
ask the person in the D.P. van to push the button to familiarise yourself
with the sweet sound. If you are wondering what will happen if there is
a bank heist in Chipping and, during a launch, Lancashire’s finest are
chasing the robbers through the “Quiet Lanes” that surround the club,
the answer is - there is no bank in Chipping!
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer

Fancy a Swim?

Never one to miss out on a money-spinning
opportunity, our beloved Club Treasurer,
Carol McLay, has decided we need to branch
out and make better use of the resources
lying around our airfield. We have a wet
airfield, a large number of members sitting
around drinking tea, waiting for the hill to
re-appear through the mist and a lot of
under-used oxygen systems gathering dust
in the gliders.
Add them all together and clever Carol’s
come up with a brilliant scheme, which
involves flooding the bomb hole and offering
scuba-diving training to club members.
She is pictured here, testing out the face
mask she’s already bought from an army
surplus store near Lytham.
If you are interested in signing up for Carol’s
classes, please speak to her next time you
see her at the club - and bring your own
flippers!
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Clash of the Titans!
Annual Chipping Tractor vs. Chelsea Tractor
Tug of War Contest Ends in a Draw!
There was great excitement at the club the other
week, when Ian Ashton took on the challenge of a
motorised tug-of-war contest, pitching his 4x4 beast
against the best that the club could muster, (our
beloved blue Ford).
A huge crowd of 3 or 4 gathered to cheer them on
and after much revving, mud-splatting and swearing,
the contest finally ended in an honourable draw (and
a deep set of ruts!)
It was decided in the end that they’d wait until the
field was a bit drier before going for the re-match.
Thanks to Geff Davies for sending in the action
shots!

What’s Going On Here?
Well, it’s obvious from this picture
that something amazing took place
over the field a month or so ago,
but what was it? - A private
aerobatic display by the Red Arrows
perhaps? - A passing eagle with a
tortoise in its beak? Someone
desperately trying to side-slip a
Nimbus into the field from 1,000
feet overhead the clubhouse?
I leave it to you to give me your
best guess. Answers on a postcard
(or preferably by e-mail) to the
editor at the usual place.
Of course, we would have had a
photograph of the occurrence, but
someone lent their camera to Peter
Whitehead, who was nominated
official photographer. Unfortunately,
as you can see, he got a bit
confused and took a series of photos
of his left eyebrow.
Never mind! - I’m sure you’ll guess
the right answer eventually.
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Ged’s Gems!
Once again, Ged Terry has been scouring aviation publications and
he’s come up with another bumper crop of gems for us.

A Fly-by-Night!
Sometime during the summer of 1943, a pilot named Jachtmann
broke the world endurance record for gliders in Brüsterort, near
Königsberg in Germany. You'll find that the seashore cliffs, which are
about 40 metres high, provide excellent soaring conditions when the
wind is just right. This guy flew above and in front of the cliffs for 55
hours with only a sandwich and a thermos of coffee to sustain him.
He was so stiff that they had to lift him out of the glider when he
finally landed during the second night. They had placed kerosene
flares marking the edge of the cliffs and also a double row of flares to
identify the landing strip. The poor fellow said that he was
hallucinating so badly during the second night that he saw nonexistent caves in the face of the cliff, with gremlins peering at him.
Spanish Civil War
The lack of trained aircrew and the multiplicity of nationalities in the Escadre España,
made it rarely possible to assemble a complete crew speaking a common language. On
27 October 1936, for example, a Potez 54 carried out a bombing mission with a French
first pilot, a Spanish second pilot, a Russian navigator/ bomb-aimer, a Spanish flight
mechanic, an Italian-Swiss front gunner, a German upper rear gunner and a French
lower rear gunner, none of whom could speak any language but his own.
- Reminds me of a check flight I had in China. The instructor could only speak Chinese and I
could only speak English. We’d got airborne, when the aerotow rope broke and we learned
each other’s expletives! - Ged

After looking forward to my first flight for so long, I was devastated when I got airsick.
Fortunately, we had been warned by the upperclassmen, so I had an empty potato
chip bag in my pocket into which I deposited my breakfast. After the second time I got
sick, my instructor pilot said, "Brown, it's that damn bag you carry. You expect to get
sick and so you do. Leave that bag behind and you won't get sick." So I left the bag
behind and on the next flight, I had to throw up in my hat.
Earl Brown, US fighter pilot, Korean War

The earliest aerobatic pilots were near direct descendants of the gentlemen aviators
who pioneered flying itself. These were the men who gathered cheerfully in London in
1914 for an 'Upside Down Dinner'. Requirement for
invitation: you must have been inverted in an airplane,
(rare enough at that time). White or black tie was the
dress code. Dinner was served 'inverted', starting with
coffee and dessert and working on to soup. A Blériot
monoplane was hung upside down over the tables.
When Bentfield Hucks, the first Briton to have looped a
plane, opened the evening with an 'after-dinner' speech,
he began with 'And finally' and concluded with, 'Good evening'.
The white ties around the table harrumphed approvingly!
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There were the usual more light-hearted interludes throughout our stay at Kidlington. A
Station Command Order possibly indicates in its terse language some of the nervous
tension associated with our day-by-day training. "Due to excessive corrosion on the
undercarriages of Hotspur Gliders, promiscuous urination on such undercarriages shall
cease forthwith".
RAF Kidlington, Oxfordshire, 1942
We had to face the reality of the cold English weather, which would
make this one of the coldest nights of my life. The mysterious mix of
cold air and that special humidity indigenous to only the British Isles,
combined to create bone-chilling cold weather. I had been stationed in
Alaska in the winter and bore up under the weather quite well. It is
different in England. Hardly ever below freezing, that special British air
began by cooling the skin, then the flesh and then deep into the bones
until they became brittle with cold.
American bomber pilot based in Britain in World War II
15 AUGUST 1944
WALRUS I
L2219
Sqn Ldr A.F.Martindale AFC, OC Aerodynamic Flight, RAE Farnborough. "Dual
watermanship". Damaged the port undercarriage through striking a mud bank whilst
taxying on water with the wheels down. On return to Farnborough "in twilight" the
undercarriage failed to lower and the aircraft landed on grass, wheels-up, damaging
the hull and mainplane.
Nil casualties. Cat 3.
This accident report really takes the biscuit! - Pranged as a landplane when it should have
been a seaplane and pranged as a seaplane when it should have been a landplane - both on
the same flight! - Ged

Quick Quotes!
Remember, there are three simple rules for making a smooth landing. Unfortunately
no one knows what they are.
The way I see it, you can either work for a living or you can fly airplanes. Me, I'd
rather fly.
- Len Morgan
Do not let yourself be forced into doing anything before you are ready.
- Wilbur Wright
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Safety Matters
O.K. the usual. If you think anything that has happened to you, or you’ve observed
happening, should be fed into the Safety Management System, then do so via
safety@bfgc.co.uk. Really, nothing else to write for this newsletter???
However, a thought. Is there anything that might take five minutes to write that might
just benefit a single member? Racking the grey cells, a topic turned up – sea breezes.
We are probably all aware of them and have seen them in action at the club, but just in
case ...
They are caused by convection on good thermal days, with cold air from over the sea
flowing in to replace the rising warmer air. They can be beneficial, cold air pushing
inwards from the coast forms a wedge, pushing up the warmer air it is displacing. Fly
along this “front” and you go up. Sometimes, the arrival of this air at the club gives a
wind that enables a circuit day to be turned into a hill day with greater training options,
although if good thermal conditions are destroyed, the trade is negative. However, there
is one feature that requires care – the wind direction and strength can change very
quickly. (Lead-in to a “I learned about gliding from that” story).
Many years ago, on a very convective east-wind day, on a third attempt I managed to
contact a thermal and get my silver height. On the way down, for the first time, I
practised side-slipping. One feature of this day that was very noticeable, was someone
liming a field just to the east of the club – the blown lime being a perfect indicator of the
easterly wind direction. Setting up a circuit to “land-in” with this aid, I didn’t bother to
look at the windsock. However, when I opened the brakes, my first thought was they had
become disconnected and, of course, I had set the circuit so that I only had half the field
in which to land! I immediately went into a side-slip and just stopped before reaching
Fiddler’s Lane boundary. Still perplexed, I turned my head to notice the windsock
showing a strong westerly wind and the first glider starting to be towed from the launch
point to change ends.
Three lessons;
1. Yes the wind really can change direction and strength very quickly;
2. Because a wind is one direction half a mile away it doesn’t mean another of a different
direction might not be crossing the field – always use the windsock;
3. If appropriate, use time when airborne to increase your repertoire of skills.
Happy Flying!
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer
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Webcam Corner!
You’ll remember that in the last edition,
Malcolm Baldwin sent in a photo of a
bird taking a sneaky selfie on our club
webcam and I asked if anyone could top
that.
Well, Frank Gill has played a blinder with
this photo of not just one bird, but two!
If you look closely at the chest of our
feathered friend, you can see the
imprint of a very surprised second bird,
who apparently made a heavy landing
attempting its own selfie there just
beforehand!

BFGC in Wartime

Well done Frank! - Anyone else got a
webcam gem to share?

The new member soon learned an important lesson.
Keep you opinions about Oly’s to yourself at BFGC!
Blimey!
MMMMMUMMPH!

Oops!
The irony
was lost on
no one!

Many thanks,
once again, to
Ged Terry for
spotting this and
sending it in.
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Yellow Brickbats?

I was on my way up to the top end the other day, when I thought I heard tuneless
singing in the distance and then this unlikely trio lumbered into view over the rise
making their way towards me. It seemed to me that they were skipping or dancing,
but as soon as they spotted me, they straightened up and marched stiffly in line
abreast. They said they were coming back from getting the sheep in, but I had my
doubts. They were acting very suspiciously and one of them asked if I’d seen
someone called Dorothy (?!) They passed me and carried on down the track towards
the clubhouse and I carried on up the hill. (I’m sure I heard one of them softly
whistling “If I only had a brain” as they went away!) Very Strange!
Incidentally, can I congratulate Geoff and Dean on the wonderful job they’ve done
upgrading the track with the new hardened brick surface. It’s a great improvement
on the old stone they used to use, (even if - dare I mention? - I find the colour a bit
garish.) Oh well, everyone to their own taste!
- Keith Clarke

Editor’s Endbit

So, that’s it for the June 2015 edition of the BFGC newsletter! I hope you enjoyed reading
it. As usual, a big thank you to all the contributors for their articles. If you haven’t
contributed anything to this issue, please start thinking about it now, so you can share
your summer flights and experiences with us next time. The deadline date for the next
issue will be Sunday 6th September and I look forward to hearing from you. As always,
you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your contributions at any time and I’ll keep
them safe until the next deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com I
look forward to seeing it!
Keith Clarke - Editor

